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Marketing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This online education course is designed to offer you an overview to marketing in a medical practice.



Agenda 

 Marketing 
 Marketing vs Advertising 
 Basics of Marketing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s agenda will cover the following: an overview of marketing, marketing vs advertising, and the basics of marketing.



Marketing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will begin today’s session with an definition of marketing.



Marketing: Strategy  

     Product  

Research and 
development 

Determine needs of 
the consumer 

Price    

All associated costs 
must be recovered 

Must consider laws 
of economics  

Competition must 
be considered 

 
Placement & 
Promotion 

Distribution of the 
product or service  

How the product or 
service will be sold 

to consumers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultimately, marketing is a strategy for businesses to inform consumers about their product or service.  Obviously, the marketing strategy for Apple would look vastly different than the marketing strategy for the only general store of a small town.  The complexity of marketing a product or service is based on many factors.  Traditionally, marketers think in terms of the 4 Ps of marketing: Price, product, placement and promotion.  Thinking of the example in the differences in marketing strategies between Apple and a small general store, for product, Apple will be investing millions in research and development, while the small general store will be using research to determine what products consumers will purchase.While price may seem easy: calculate what it costs to make the product and then add on extra for revenue, it rarely is that simple.  Apple not only needs to recover the costs associated with research and development and cover all fixed and variable costs of producing the product, but also needs to satisfy the demands of the shareholders.  The complexity of this is compounded with laws of economics surrounding the amount of disposable income people have available, brand loyalty, the ease at which a consumer can switch from Apple to another product, just to name a few.On the other hand, the small country store will be selling more staple products that people need to survive – food and other necessities.  Since this is the only small store in town, does that mean they can charge what they like?  The laws of economics will affect this small town grocery store too.  Companies such as Amazon must be considered in the pricing and an understanding of why a consumer would select the small town grocery store over buying from Amazon or driving to a larger store in a bigger city.Placement and promotion simply has to do with the distribution of the product or service and how the product or service will be sold to consumers.  For Apple, a placement and promotional strategy that is directed towards a mass market, or any consumer would be considered.  On the other hand, a small town grocery store will use a targeted market, also known as niche marketing, to target the consumers likely to come to the store.  It would be wasteful for the small town grocery store to invest in promotional activities for consumers who do not live near the store or will never have the occasion to shop there.



Marketing vs Advertising 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The terms marketing and advertising are often times used interchangeably.  However, they are very different business tools. 



Marketing vs Advertising 

 Marketing 
– Strategy or plan 

 Advertising 
–  Product promotion 

– Includes social media activity  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As discussed, marketing is a strategy or a plan.  Advertising is the act of promoting a product or service to consumers.  Advertising is part of a marketing plan.  When social media activity is used to promote a product or service to consumers, it is a form of advertising and thus part of a marketing plan.



Basics of Marketing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section, the basic steps of marketing a practice will be outlined.



Basics of Marketing 

 Marketing programs can backfire without proper 
preparation 

 Pre-Marketing Questions 
– Do our physicians and staff create a culture that is 

welcoming to patients? 
• Patients experience may suffer due to the culture of the 

practice  

 Proxy indicator = indirect measure 
– When unable to gather relevant information, we use 

proxy indicators 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before a practice begins a marketing program, the following needs to be considered.  Marketing can be time consuming and is an expense.  Without proper preparation, a successful marketing program may backfire because patients are encouraged to try a practice that is not welcoming or does not have the processes in place to handle new patients.Consider the following questions before embarking on a marketing program, correct any issues before implementing a marketing plan.Do our physicians and staff create a culture that is welcoming to patients?Customer service or in healthcare, the patient experience, is the patient’s response to a practice’s culture.  When a practice has a culture that is mired in distrust, anger, resentment or other hostilities, the patient’s experience may suffer.A proxy indicator is term for an indirect measure.  For consumers, there are often times there are not direct measures available, so indirect measure are used.  For example, when flying on an airplane is it important to know whether the aircraft was recently maintained?  Yet how many travelers are able to interview the maintenance crew to be sure the engine was properly maintained and there is enough fuel?  Instead, a traveler will use a proxy indicator or indirect measure to determine if the aircraft is mechanically safe.  The proxy indicator?  Whether the aircraft cabin is clean.  Intellectually a traveler knows one does not have anything to do with the other, however, when we are unable to gather relevant information, we use proxy indicators.



Basics of Marketing: Pre-Marketing Questions  

Is our 
practice 
free of 
excess 
signage 

and clutter 
on 

counters 
and tables? 

Is our 
furniture 

stain free? 

Are the 
corners of 
the exam 

rooms 
clean? 

Are fake 
plants dust 

free? 

Are there 
any dead 
plants? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For practices, the overall cleanliness of a practice is a proxy indicator for patients. Consider the following when thinking whether or not your practice is clean: Is our practice free of excess signage and clutter on counters and tables?Is our furniture stain free?Are the corners of the exam rooms clean?Are fake plants dust free?Are there any dead plants?



Basics of Marketing: Pre-Marketing Questions 

Do patients wait 
more than 15 

minutes to see 
their physician? 

Does staff have 
excellent 

customer service 
skills? 

Does the staff 
have excellent 
soft skills or 
interpersonal 

skills? 

Is your practice 
efficient? 

Are there ways to 
ensure the 

practice may run 
more smoothly? 

Are you staffed 
and ready to 
handle more 

patients? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also consider the patients’ current average wait time.Do patients have to wait more than 15 minutes on average to see their physician or provider?Does the staff have excellent customer service skills? In general, does the staff have excellent soft skills, or interpersonal skills?Is your practice efficient?  Are there ways to ensure the practice may run more smoothly?Most importantly, are you staffed and ready to handle more patients?  A poor outcome to a marketing plan would be to increase the patient volume, only to have wait times increase, staff stress increase, practice culture suffer, turnover increase, patient experience decrease and new and existing patients leave the practice.



Basics of Marketing: Research  

 Marketing research is based off the strategy of the 
practice  

 Marketing research without a practice strategy 
– Inefficient 

– Time consuming 

– Fraught with potential misassumptions and errors  

 Understand threats 
– Mitigate threats if at all possible 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marketing research is not looking up the cost of radio airtime or how to start a business Facebook page.Marketing research is asking hard questions about the strategy of the practice.  If your practice does not have a strategy, then formulating a marketing strategy will be like packing for a winter vacation and you have no idea if you are going on a month long cruise to the US Virgin Islands or a weekend ski trip at Lake Tahoe.  It is possible to do, but inefficient, time consuming and fraught with potential misassumptions and errors.Marketing research is about understanding the current threats to a practice and if they can be mitigated.  In the Apple and small town grocery store example, an external threat to Apple would be competitors like Samsung, the world economy, labor laws, international trade relations and consumer demand to name a few.  For the grocery store, competitors like Amazon, the local economy, and gas prices could constitute current threats.  Why gas prices?  If gas prices are lower, there is a higher chance consumers may choose to drive to another area with lower prices for their shopping.  



Basics of Marketing: Considering Threats  

What is the current age of our population and is population in our area 
growing? 

What is happening in our local area that may impact our patient 
population? 

How did our current patient’s find us? 

Why would a patient choose a competitor over us? 

Who are our competitors? 

What are the external threats to our practice? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For practices, consider the following questions when considering threats:What are the external threats to our practice?Who are our competitors?Why would a patient go to a competitor over our practice?How did our current patients find us?What is happening in our local area that may impact our patient population?What is the current age of our population?Is our area growing?



Basics of Marketing: Marketing Objectives 

 Simple strategies to overcome external threats 
 Stay current on any economic information that may be 

a threat 
 For practices, a major threat can be changing laws  

– Stay up to date by participating with a group that keeps the 
practice informed  

 Keep the objective realistic, effective, and have a way 
to know if objectives have been met 

 Another threat can be losing patients 
– Establish objective by understanding reason for losing 

patients and create marketing plan to avoid that threat 
 Consider any other accomplishments for the marketing 

plan, establish measurements, create objectives 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next step will be to set marketing objectives.  Marketing objectives are simply strategies to overcome external threats or in some cases monitor external threats.In our example from research, external threats, such as the economy, there is little a business may do to directly allay the threat.  However, a business still needs to stay current on any economic information that may be a threat.For other threats, there are ways to alleviate the affect.  While the small town grocery store has no influence on the gas prices, understanding that consumers may choose to travel to less expensive stores when the gas prices are lower, the store can diminish these threats by ensuring their customer service is always exemplary and might consider monitoring the gas prices and offering promotional prices when gas prices drop to bring consumers to their store.For practices, a major threat can be changing laws, including healthcare and human resources.  Staying up-to-date by participating with a group that keeps the practice informed about such changes may be part of the marketing strategy.  For example, a practice may decide to have their manager join the local Medical Group Managers Association or MGMA or other healthcare managers association.  This membership would be considered part of the marketing budget.  The manager would stay up-to-date on current issues and action the practice may need to consider and report back to the physicians on a quarterly basis or more often if needed.Remember to keep the objective realistic, effective and have a way to know if the objective has been met.  In the previous example, an ineffective objective would be a vague objective such as “monitor changes in laws.”  The previous example was realistic and effective because there is a definite plan to acquire the information, join a professional society, a cost that is easy to determine and budget, and a way to know if the objective has been met, the manager reports quarterly and as needed to the physicians on the legal landscape that affects healthcare.Another threat may be that the practice is losing patients. In order to successfully establish an objective, the practice will need to understand why patients are leaving the practice.  Is it because of the practice hours?  Practice customer service? Local area is losing population to other areas?After researching, the practice may find they are the only practice in the area that closes during lunch, for half day Friday and has no appointments before 9 am.  In response the practice may increase the office hours and the marketing plan has objectives to let the community know about the new hours.Additionally, practices need to consider any other accomplishments for the marketing plan that may not have been discussed in the research phase.  Is the marketing plan to increase patients?  If so, understand what will be the measurement to determine if this objective is met.  Is it to increase the overall patient visits by a certain percent? The number of new patients? Is it to increase a new physician or provider’s patient population to a certain volume?



Basics of Marketing: Creating Objectives  

Does the 
objective help 

mitigate or 
monitor an 

external threat? 

Does the practice 
have the resources 
to meet objectives, 
such as finances 

and time? 

Is there a clear 
indicator that the 

objective has 
been met or 
monitored? 

Are there any 
advertising needs 

that should be 
considered? 

Are there any 
other objectives 

to be considered? 

What is the full 
budget for the 

marketing plan?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Questions to consider for creating objectives:Does the objective help mitigate or monitor an external threat, remember marketing is not to fix internal issues, just external issues.Does the practice have the resources to meet these objectives, such as finances and time?Is there a clear indicator that the objective has been met or monitored?Are there any advertising needs that should be considered to meet an objective?Are there any other objectives to be considered?What is the full budget for the marketing plan?



Basics of Marketing:  
Implementation and Reassessment  

 Implementation: the action plan for carrying 
out the objectives  

 Reassessment: final step for ensuring the 
marketing plan remains successful 
– Marketing is not static 

– External threats are constant and always changing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As indicated by the term, implementation is simply the action plan for carrying out the objectives.The final step is reassessing the marketing plan.  A marketing plan is not static.  External threats are constantly changing. Therefore, a practice’s marketing plan must be reassessed.  



Basics of Marketing: Reassessment 
Questions 

Were the objectives met? 

Are there new external threats to the 
practice? 

Are there any new objectives that need to 
be considered? 

Does the budget need to revamped? 

Was advertising successful? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This reassessment includes questions such as:Were the objectives met?Are there new external threats to the practice?Are there any new objectives that need to be considered?Does the budget need to revamped?Was advertising successful?



Conclusion 

 Basics of marketing can be time consuming 
 Require strategic consideration 
 Marketing is meant to ease external threats when 

possible and when not possible, help approach 
those threats with logical, researched facts 

 A medical practice is still a business and marketing 
issues must be address to ensure continued 
financial viability  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although the basics of marketing are not difficult, they are time consuming and require strategic consideration.  It is unrealistic to assume anyone could accurately predict the future, human behavior or assess all potential external threats.  Marketing is not necessarily about perfectly assessing any of these, rather it is about easing as many external threats as possible so that a business has fewer threats that require an immediate or impromptu reaction that may be rooted in fear based, emotional uncertainties rather than logical, researched facts.  Although medical practices are unique in the services they provide to their patients, a practice is still a business and marketing issues need to be addressed to ensure the continued financial viability of the practice.
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